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From the Editor
Covid-19 is still with us and the random lockdowns
initiated by the various state premiers are making
it almost impossible to plan our flying activities,
which adds to the problem of finding reports for
this newsletter.
It looks as though this state of affairs will continue
until a high percentage of the population are fully
vaccinated and the rate of infection is reduced.
With the very slow supply of vaccines and a reluctance by some to accept vaccination this is predicted to require the rest of the year so it does not
look as though there will be much improvement for
some time and a year of our lives will be lost once
again.
Without any degree of confidence we can only
hope that our politicians of all persuasions will
learn from this present debacle and be much better organised when another pandemic strikes the
world.
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COMING EVENTS
WARIALDA FUN FLY
'OILY HAND' DIESEL DAY AT COWRA MAC

Visit our website at https://sites.google.com/view/australian-model-news/

CLASSIC FIGHTERS AT OMAKA, NEW ZEALAND
'COOTA' SCALE FEST AT COOTAMUNDRA STATE FIELD
'GOLDEN WEST' OLD TIMER COMPETITION AT PARKES MAC

On the Cover.
Gary MacDougal's 6m wingspan Phoenix ARF Ka-8b scale
glider on tow at the VARMS field.
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Giorgio Valcastelli’s

The Caproni Campini N.1, also known as the C.C.2, was an experimental jet aircraft built in the 1930’s by Italian aircraft manufacturer Caproni. The N.1 first flew in 1940 and was briefly regarded as the
first successful jet-powered aircraft in history, before news emerged of
the German Heinkel He 178's first flight a year earlier.

The N.1 achieved mixed results, while it was perceived and commended as a crucial milestone in aviation (until the revelation of the
He 178's earlier flight), the performance of the aircraft was underwhelming. It was slower than some existing conventional aircraft of
the era and the motor-jet engine was incapable of producing sufficient
thrust to deliver the performance level required of a fighter aircraft.
On the 30th of November 1941, the second prototype was flown by de
Bernardi, with Giovanni Pedace as a passenger, from Milan's Linate
Airport to Rome's Guidonia Airport in a highly publicised event that
included a fly-past over Rome.

A Caproni Campini N.1 in flight. Note the canopies left open to cool
down the cockpit.

The N.1 was powered by a motor-jet, a type of jet engine in which the
compressor is driven by a conventional reciprocating engine. It was an
experimental aircraft, designed to demonstrate the practicality of jet
propulsion. On the 27th of August 1940, the maiden flight of the N.1
occurred at the Caproni facility in Taliedo, outside of Milan, flown by
renowned test pilot Mario de Bernardi. The first flight lasted ten
minutes, during which de Bernardi kept the speed below 225 mph
(362 km/h), less than half throttle.
The engine of the N.1 featured a radical design, differing substantially
from the later-produced turbojet and turbofan engines. One crucial
difference in Campini's design was the compressor – a three-stage,
variable-incidence one, located forward of the cockpit and driven by a
conventional 900 hp (670 kW), liquid-cooled Isotta Fraschini engine.
The airflow provided by the compressor was used to cool down the
engine prior to
being mixed with
the engine's exhaust gases, thus
recovering most of
the heat energy
that in traditional
piston-propeller
designs would be
discharged overboard.

The N.1 over Rome.

General characteristics
Crew: 2
Length: 13.1 m (43 ft 0 in)
Wingspan: 15.85 m (52 ft 0 in)
Height: 4.7 m (15 ft 5 in)
Wing area: 36 m2 (390 sq ft)
Empty weight: 3,640 kg (8,025 lb)
Max takeoff weight: 4,195 kg (9,248 lb)
Powerplant: 1× motor-jet, 6.9 kN (1,600 lbf) thrust consisting of a
670 kW (900 hp) Isotta Fraschini L.121 R.C.40 piston engine driving a
three-stage, variable-pitch axial compressor with an afterburner

Performance
Maximum speed: 375 km/h (233 mph, 202 kn)
burner would then Service ceiling: 4,000 m (13,000 ft)
gas flow and ignite
before the exfurther increase

A ring-shaped
inject fuel into the
it immediately
haust nozzle to
thrust.
The first two stages of the
compressor of the N.1
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Giorgio's model with the only remaining Caproni N.1 which is presently on display at the Aeronautical Museum of Vigna di Valle.

I have always been drawn to the motor-jet engine designed by the engineer Secondo Campini in the early 1930s. This aircraft was equipped
with a 12-cylinder Isotta Fraschini model Asso L. 121 RC 40 engine that
operated an axial compressor with three impellers at a variable pitch. Two
prototypes were built in the aviation company of Caproni in Taliedo (Nos.
4849 and 4850).
This was not classic jet-type propulsion, as was designed and built in
those same years in Germany with the Heinkel HE 178, but rather a system based on action and reaction that transformed the compressed mass
of air generated from the impellers and ejected it through the variable
output nozzle (Pelton plug type) as kinetic energy.
Campini's aircraft, in the field of scale model r/c planes, has rarely been
designed or built since it is not well known and is technically complex to
design and create. Currently, there are no kits on the market or any scale
drawings suitable for its construction. From my research online I only
found one functioning prototype, small in size and made in Japan (see
YouTube account 1956riki - Dendenhico).
The dimensions of the model I designed are as follows —
•
Wingspan
1675mm
•
Fuselage length
1350mm
•
Rudder length depth
670mm
•
Directional rudder height
200mm
•
Wing area
45.72 dm²
•
EDF - Haoye 127mm (static test)
•
Brushless engine - Turnigy Super EDF 120mm. 850KV (static
test)
•
ESC Aerostar 150A/180A Opto 6/12 lipos
•
Turnigy lithium batteries in series of 8 or 12 cells (volt 29,6/ 44,4)
•
weight with two lithium batteries 5145kg or 5350kg
•
Wing loading 112.90g/dm² or 117.00 g/dm²
•
Scale 1: 8.5
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Fuselage under construction

In the design, I had to take into account the need to let the impeller jet
fan 'breathe' as much as possible. The jet fan is located just behind
the wing trailing edge and has servo controls and actuators for retractable landing gear inside the wing. The dual-cockpit has two
openings to increase the airflow towards the fan below.
The receiver, ESC, and all the wires are located on the sides of the
fuselage under the wing, while the two lithium batteries weighing
more than 1kg are located in the nose of the plane. The two servos
for the rudder and elevator are placed below the EDF fan.
The attached photos show the 127mm Haoye EDF fan which does
not produce sufficient thrust despite a good static balance of the seven blade impeller. It will therefore be necessary to install a professional EDF (such as Schubeler) before the first flight.
Giorgio Valcastelli
Details of the impeller jet fan and servo controls.

Detachable nose section of the fuselage.

The model under construction.
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David Anderson's

Herr
Schiffermuller
The original design of this model goes back to France in 1946, when it
was a free flight model with a 29” wing span. The model, as David is
building it, was enlarged 2 1/2 times to give a wingspan of 72” and
republished in the UK magazine RCM&E in April 1987.
The model building program goes back a few years and features
traditional construction of balsa and plywood with only a small amount
of glass fibre in high stress areas. David originally decided to power it
with a Taplin Twin diesel engine however, as electrics have
progressed so much, a brushless electric motor is fitted up front.
(There is still provision for a change to the Taplin Twin in the future.)
Alternative power plant is a Taplin Twin 8cc diesel engine.

David's model under construction.

The original 1946 free flight model.

David''s completed "Herr Schiffermuller" electric r/c model.
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A veteran "Demon" Warneford Stick Tractor oiled silk covered
rubber powered ARF, first marketed in the UK in 1928 and
brought to the Aukland Model Aero Club meeting by Mike
Mulholland.

VINTAGE

ARF RUBBER
IN
NEW ZEALAND

The "DEMON" Warneford Stick Tractor shown in its box with the undercarriage folded.
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RUBBER POWERED
MODELS IN

NEW ZEALAND
Rubber powered models on display at a recent meeting of the
Aukland Model Aero Club.

Mike Mulholland's splendid Spartan Bomber complete with 3-blade propellor.
The model has been tested and flies well.

Ricky Bould's "Ol' Ironsides" is waiting for trim flights to determine whether it
will fly indoors or out.

Mike Mulholland's nicely restored Airsail "Skeeter".

Stan Maugher's Keilkraft Cessna (at back) and Ken Smith's more recent version
of this scale subject (in front).

Bernard Scott's FROG "Dart Kitten" is all sheet balsa in contrast to other stick
and tissue models on display.
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VINTAGE DIESEL ENGINES
in

NEW ZEALAND
In addition to model aircraft a number of vintage and reproduction
engines were displayed by members at a recent meeting of the
Aukland club.
AMCO, Allen-Mercury (AM) and ED diesel engines were produced in
the UK in the 1950's and were generally the only engines available in

Australia and New Zealand due to import restrictions following WWII.
Larger engines were produced in the USA but you needed dollars and
good contacts (both not easy to find in those days) to get hold of
them.

ED 2.46cc "Racer"

Long shaft AMCO 3.5cc diesel.

Yulon 29 glow plug engine (left) and a Super Tigre G27 3.5cc diesel engine
(right).

Clockwise from top left: AM 35 3.5cc diesel engine, AM 10 1cc diesel engine,
ED "Hornet" 1.46cc diesel engine and ED "Bee" Mk.II 1.0ccdiesel engine.
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VINTAGE ENGINES
in
NEW ZEALAND

Stan Maugher brought these two unusual US made GILBERT side
port glow engines.

Ricky Bould brought these four diesel engines, a miniature ETA 15 of
0.34cc capacity (top left), a Russell reproduction AMCO 0.87 Mk.1 (top
right), a reproduction 0.55cc ELFIN (bottom left) and a 0.2cc Steelth
(bottom right) made in Crewe, England.

Ricky Bould's East German 0.5cc EGA by Schlosser (left) and an
Australian TAIPAN 1cc diesel engine (right).

Ricky Bould's REDFIN engine display included an early 0.9cc diesel
(top) and two later Ukranian made engines.

Mike Mulholland's reproduction Ohlsson 60 (left) and 40th Anniversary Brown Junior (right).
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Australian Large Scale Model Association Fly-in
at
Tin Can Bay, Queensland

This inaugural event was organised by David and Aaron Garle as a
celebration of large-scale models and attracted quite a few interstate
modellers. Entrants were supplied a tee-shirt and MAAA goody bag as
part of their entry fee. All facets of scale modelling turned out from
WWI through to jets and large-scale gliders. Winners of various
categories were determined by the votes of all entered pilots who
voted for the best model in each of the listed categories. Gate prizes
were also presented and the Grand raffle prize, a 1/3 scale Cessna
Birddog designed by Peter Goldsmith and donated by Tyson Dodd
(the Australian agent) was drawn on Monday and won by Daniel
Wheeler!
The Tin Can Bay club catered for camping with both powered and non
-powered sites available for a modest fee and ran their canteen all
through the weekend keeping everyone well fed. Saturday night had
the local mobile Pizza seller feeding everyone while we all stood
around shooting the breeze on all things modelling, especially scale.
David and Aaron hired a large marquee for model storage which
proved invaluable through the weekend as the weather gods had
booked a wet weekend for us. Fortunately, there were plenty of long
dry spells each day and pilots made the most of this.
There were only two mishaps through the weekend, one was a large
scale IMAC model which suffered failure of both outer wing panels but
subsequently landed safely. The other saw David Garle attow son
Aaron’s large BAE Hawk to slow too much on its landing approach
and stall about a metre off the ground. It suffered substantial damage
to the nose, but it has since been reported that it will be repaired in
due course
By Monday most entrants had headed home, but the weather
brightened up for those that remained. A great weekend that has the
potential to become the Shepparton of the North.
Bill Wheeler

Assembly of David Garles' large Fokker Dr.I Triplane
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A couple of early starters on Friday.

Tony Benstead contemplating his P-61 Black Widow.

The Me163 in flight .

Jon Carney preparing his Me163 for start up.

Aaron Garle with his WACO biplane.

MAAA secretary Tyson Dodd with his large scale sailplane.

Aaron Garle's sport jet model getting airborne.
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Tony Benstead with his Northrop P-61 Black Widow.

Tony Benstead's P-61 on a landing approach.

Aaron Garles' Pitts Challenger.

Neil Low with his SE5a.

Peter Jones working on his Sopwith Pup.

Junior member Bailey Wheeler with his father Daniel's Extra.
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Wayne Cambie's Nieuport 28.

Aaron O'Neill's Focke Wulf FW.190.

Tyson Dodd's F-15 Eagle turbine model.

Aaron Garle's BAe Hawk.

Andrew Ryder's Cessna AgWagon.

Martin Pugh's DG glider on tow.

PT-19 by Martin Pugh and Stinson Reliant by Mark Poulter.

The Saturday gatekeepers.
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BAIRNSDALE AND DISTRICT
MODEL AERO CLUB

The annual dinner for the Bairnsdale and District Model Aero Club
saw the award of the perpetual Red Baron Cup to the club's most
skilled pilot along together with an acknowledgment of achievements
reached by other club members.

In a closely run affair first prize was claimed by Martin Higgins,
followed by Rob Biggs and Geoff White.

Club stalwart and Flying Instructor Ian Waters was then able to make
awards of VMAA sanctioned wings to two father and son
Club President Bruce Bowden gave a welcoming address to members combinations with Silver Wings awarded to Dennis Wilson and Gold
and their partners and reflected on the achievements made at the club Wings to his son Tony and grandson Darcy.
this year before handing over to Event Co-ordinator Kim Gray.
This family achievement was generously acknowledged by all
Over the past year Kim has co-ordinated the running of the Red Baron members on the night.
Cup, a monthly event where club members are required to
demonstrate their flying skill at various manoeuvres. Points are
awarded for each manoeuvre and the total of the points gained
determines the winner.

Dennis Wilson(left) was awarded his Silver Wings whilst son Tony(centre) and
grandson Darcy(right) received their Gold Wings.

Report by Tilo Junge
Martin Higgins was the winner of the Red Baron Cup for 2021 and is shown
here with the handsome perpetual trophy.
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TIN CAN BAY CUP

A special thanks to the flyers who made the trip from Townsville and
Initially this event attracted so many contestants that entries were
capped at thirty-five. When Covid struck the entrants from states other Mackay. At the close of play placegetters were presented with their
than Queensland were forced to withdraw and the event started with awards as follows -twenty -three entries spread over the following classes.
Basic
Basic – 5 entries
1st
Tyson Dodd
Sportsman – 7 entries
nd
2
Leighton Caldwell (Jr)
Intermediate – 7 entries
3rd
Mac Dodd (Jr)
Advanced – 2 entries
Sportsman
Unlimited – 2 entries
1st
Cody Hoal (Jr)
Entrants started arriving for practice early in the week with most
camping at the field. Weather expectations for the weekend were
temperatures in the mid 20's along with westerly winds. Included in
the twenty-three were four Juniors ranging in age from seventeen
down to twelve years and competing in the Basic and Sportsman
class . Also flown was the electric powered model of Mark Hu which
featured his own-design geared reduction drive. Powered by two F3A
motors, each with its own ESC and delivering 11kW of power from two
12S 16000mah packs. The most popular aircraft was the Extra in
various colour schemes followed by a few Yak's and Sukhoi's. Models
around 2.6m wingspan were powered by 120cc engines while 3m
models sported 200cc powerplants.

2nd

Darren Boys

3rd

Howard Hill

Intermediate
1st

Michael Haines

2nd

Brian Stenberg

3rd

Michael Hobson

Advanced
1st

Peter Penissi

2nd

George Falcon

Unlimited
This is the first IMAC event I have seen and my first impression was
that they were SCALE MODELS ! Another interesting thing was that
each flight consisted of two rounds and every pilot flew twice,
effectively completing four rounds per day. The flight commences with
the pilot calling 'in the box' and finishes with 'out of the box'. He then
set up for his second flight with 'in the box' and the routine begins
again. Known schedules were flown on Friday by all classes.
Unknown schedules, for all classes other than Basic, were passed
around Friday afternoon for Saturday’s flying and late Saturday
afternoon for Sunday’s rounds. Scoring is recorded on iPads rather
than the F3A Notaumatics system because of the two rounds per flight
in IMAC.

1st

Josh Bays

2nd

Aaron Garle

A special encouragement award, donated by Tin Can Bay member
Bruce Burns, was presented to Junior flyer Andrew Middlecoat.

That’s the Tin Can Bay Cup over for this year and the next
Queensland ASAA IMAC event will be the State Championships at
Dalby in August 2021.
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Josh Bay's Unlimited winning Extra.

Josh Bay's Extra ready for take - off.

In the pits.

Mark Hu setting up his own design electric power unit.

The cleaning crew in action.

Saturday afternoon sunshine.
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The four junior entrants.

Aaron Garle ready for his final flight in Unlimited.

Typical immaculate finish of the IMAC models.

Two flights completed, still one to go.

A colourful Sukhoi Su 26M IMAC model.

In the pits.

George Falcon's model lifts off.

George Falcon about to take off in the Advanced section.
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Michael Hobson, President of IMAC Queensland, presented the trophies including this one for himself as third placegetter in the Intermediate section.

Unlimited section winner Josh Bays.

George Falcon placed second in the Intermediate section.

Cody Hoal, a junior modeller, placed second in the Basic section.

Darren Boys placed second in the Sportsman section.
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Aaron Garle placed second in the Unlimited section.

Brian Stenberg placed second in the Intermediate section.

Mac Dodd placed third in the Basic section.

Howard Hill placed third in the Sportsman section.

Tyson Dodd was the winner in the Basic section.

Michael Haines was the winner in the Intermediate section.

Leighton Caldwell placed second in the Sportsman section.

The Encouragement Award went to junior modeller Andrew Middlecoat.
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FOR SALE

Great Planes "Seawind"
Airframe only, floated but never flown, 1.8m (71")
wing span. Suit engine 11.5 to 15cc four stroke or
equivalent electric. Weight 5.55kg.

$300
CONTACT
David Anderson
E-mail: davidandissy70@gmail.com
Phone: 0467 646 935

1st WEST WYALONG NATIONALS

CHANGE OF DATE
Hello All,
We have been hit by the perfect storm. A double whammy if you would like to call it that. Covid restrictions in Sydney and
other states have raised the possibility of significant lockdowns and future restrictions creating uncertainty for all
attending. Added to that is the excessive rainfall in the district with the AB field receiving more than 40mm of rain with
more on the way. The roads into the field are passable but all fields are unusable due to soft and boggy conditions.
Unfortunately the weather is against us and it will not be dry or solid enough to move off the roads for a considerable
time.
Covid is very uncertain and members and families must be given time to rearrange bookings and travel arrangements.
It is planned to reschedule the championships to the school holidays in September 2021. Dates proposed are 22-29
September,
Members will be refunded where necessary if the dates proposed do not suit. Emails to Roy Summersby with bank details
for a full refund to be processed. (roydi132@optusnet.com.au)
I apologise for the late notice and I hope you understand our predicament. Please pass this information on to the widest
distribution as quickly as you can.
Terry Bond
Coordinator
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From Terry Bond
Organiser
West Wyalong National Championships
Hi All,
The Covid -19 situation with the Delta variant infections in NSW and subsequent state lockdowns has created an impossible situation for the National Championships to go ahead in
September 2021.
The Championships are postponed to late December 2021 (28th-29th) to early January
2022. A new program will be issued in due course as soon as site bookings can
be confirmed.
Please advise all accordingly, the same conditions apply as for the previous postponement.
Regards
Terry Bond, 007
AUGUST 27th -- 29th, 2021
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